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Abstract Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the third leading cause of death and fifth most common malignancy
worldwide. Objective: Present study focused on the abnormal tumor cell glucose metabolism, considering the
pathways of hexose monophosphate (HMP) shunt enzymes. The key regulatory enzymes of HMP include
hexokinase (HK), glyeraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6PD). Their perturbations sought to be helpful in the diagnosis and prognosis of HCC in addition to alphafetoprotein (AFP). Materials and methods: Diethyl nitrosamine (DENA) plus carbon tetra chloride (CCl4)
chemically-induced HCC model was used. Sixteen male albino rats were equally divided into 2 groups. Group I:
served as a normal control received single intraperitonial (I.P) injection of saline, 2 weeks later, received
subcutaneous (S.C) injection of saline, in equal volumes given for group II animals. Group II animals received single
I.P injection of DENA (200mg/kg), 2 weeks later, received S.C injection of CCl4 (3ml/Kg/week) for 6 weeks. Then
animals were sacrificed, blood and liver samples were obtained. Results: In HCC group, relative liver weights,
serum AFP and HK, GAPDH and G6PD activities in both serum and liver homogenate were significantly increased;
subsequent decrease in body weight was also evident. The histopathological examination of liver biopsies revealed
the presence of few dysplastic nodules. Such nodules were 1mm or more in diameter on macroscopic examination,
indicating carcinogenic features, nuclear and cytoplasmic alterations with clustering of population cells, structurally
abnormal portal tracts, supporting serum enzyme and tumor marker assays. Conclusion: Glycolytic alterations can
be used for diagnosis and prognosis of carcinogenesis in liver. These biomarkers may be beneficial tools to improve
diagnostic performance of conventional tumor markers as AFP.
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1. Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most
common cancer worldwide, and its incidence will further
increase, to reach a plateau in 2015-2020 [1]. It is a major
health problem worldwide, involving more than half a
million new cases yearly. HCC develops most often in
cirrhotic liver and this condition is the strongest
predisposing factor [2,3]. Chronic carriers of hepatitis B
virus (HBV) have a 100-fold relative risk for developing
HCC, with an annual incidence rate of 2%-6% in cirrhotic
patients. Other causes of HCC include alcoholic liver
cirrhosis and aflatoxin B [4,5]. The rates of HCC in men
are 2 to 4 times higher than in women [6,7]. Without
specific treatment, the prognosis is very poor [7].
Numerous experimental models have been developed to
deﬁne the pathogenesis of HCC and to test novel
diagnostic parameter candidates. This study analyzes
Diethylnitrosamine (DENA) model with CCL4 for HCC
research. Frequently, cancer cells possess an abnormal
pattern of energy metabolism when compared to normal
cells [8]. During the progression of tumours, the genetic
and epigenetic alterations accumulate and the rapidly
growing tumours need to overcome hypoxia and nutrient

deprivation owing to the inadequate blood supply, leading
to changes in the energy demands of cancer cells [9,10].
Glucose is the primary energy source and high rate of
glycolysis is one of the earliest discovered hallmarks of
cancer, it provides the tumour with metabolic and survival
advantages [11,12].
DENA is a potent carcinogenic dialkylnitrosoamine
used to induce liver cancer in animal models. DENA
belongs to the group of N-nitrosamines, causing a wide
range of tumours in all animal species and suspected to be
health hazards to man [13,14].
HCC has become a prevalent disease in many
populations worldwide. It initiates many economic
problems in management modalities and leads to
increasing mortality rates. Many trials are carried out all
over the world to implement specific early markers for
detection and prediction of this disease, hoping to set a
more precise strategy for liver cancer prevention [4,15].
Elevated glucose catabolism is important for the
production of energy and required anabolic precursors in
rapidly growing tumour. It was established that
abnormalities of glucose metabolizing enzymes in the
transformation of normal livers is referred to high glucose
utilization in hepatoma cells [16].
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Surprisingly, tumour cells often metabolize glucose to
lactate even in the “presence” of oxygen which is called
aerobic glycolysis. This is unusual and stands in contrast
to normal cells that only metabolize glucose to lactate in
the “absence” of oxygen. The high rate of aerobic
glycolysis exhibited by some cancer cells is called the
Warburg effect, in recognition of Otto Warburg’s
discovery. Based on this observation Warburg
championed the idea that aerobic glycolysis is a pathway
during carcinogenesis [17,18,19].
Since a definite correlation exists between tumour
progression and the activities of glycolytic enzymes
[20,21] such as Hexokinase (HK), Glyeraldehyde-3phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and Glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD), the assessment of
alterations in their activity can be used as helpful markers
for diagnosis of HCC. Serological markers for HCC are
important for early diagnosis, as well as monitoring of
tumour aggressiveness [22].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animals
Sixteen adult male Albino rats of Wister strain
weighing 150-200g, supplied by animal house of
Biochemistry Department, Faculty of Agriculture, Minia
University, were used for experimental investigation in
this study. Animals were kept for 2 weeks to
accommodate with the laboratory conditions, they were
kept under constant environmental and nutritional
conditions then were given food and water all over the
period of the experiment.

2.2. Chemicals
DENA and CCl4 were purchased from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). All other chemicals used were
of analytical grade.

2.3. Experimental Design
The rats were classified into 2 groups each of 8 rats.
Group I: Untreated normal healthy group, were given
saline only (intraperitoneal(I.P), 2 weeks later, received
subcutaneous ( S.C) injection of saline (3ml/Kg/ week) for
6 weeks. Group II (DENA+CCl4): received single I.P
injection of DENA (200mg/Kg body weight), freshly
dissolved in sterile 0.9% saline. Two weeks later, received
S.C injection of CCl4 (3ml/Kg/week) for 6 weeks as it
promotes the carcinogenic effect of DENA [23,24,25]
(HCC-induction group).
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percentage ratio of liver weight to the body weight. Half
of liver size was used for the histopathological studies
while the remaining half was used for the preparation of
homogenate.
Ten percent homogenate was prepared in 0.1M TrisHCl buffer (pH 7.4) using a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer
with a Teflon pestle. Then, liver homogenates were
centrifuged at 4000rpm for 15 minutes and the supernatant
was collected for determination of enzyme activity and
stored as aliquots in Eppendorff Tubes and kept at –80ºC.

2.5. Histopathological Assessment
Liver sections were made immediately from the livers
of animals of the two groups, fixed in 10% formalin for
histopathological studies. Serial paraffin sections (4µ thick)
were cut from each specimen then stained with
Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).

2.6. Biochemical Analysis
Serum alpha fetoprotein (AFP) level was measured by
solid phase enzyme linked immuno sorbent assay (ELISA),
using Calbiotech AFP Kit (USA) following the
instructions of the manufacturer.
Enzyme activities of, HK [26], GAPDH [27] and G6PD
[28], were assayed spectrophotometrically in the serum
and liver tissue homogenate. Total protein concentration
in the supernatants of tissue homogenates was
spectrophotometrically determined according to Gornall
and Bardawill (1949) (data are not shown) [29] .

2.7. Definitions of Unit and Specific Activity
One unit of HK activity reduces one micromole of
NADP+ per minute at pH 7.6 at 25°C. One unit of
GAPDH activity reduces one micromole of NAD+ per
minute at 25°C and pH 8.5. One unit of G6PD activity
reduces one micromole of NADP+ per minute at pH 7.6 at
25°C. Specific activity of HK, GAPDH and G6PD were
expressed as units per milligram of protein [30].

2.8. Statistical Analysis
The results were presented as group means ± SD and
statistically significant differences between mean values
were determined by one way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Values of <0.05 were considered statistically
significant. Graph Pad Prism v.5.0 software was used for
this analysis.

3. Results

2.4. Preparation of Serum and Liver Homogenate

3.1. Body Weight and Relative Liver Weight

At the end of the experimental period (8 weeks), rats
were food-deprived overnight and were sacrificed. This
period was the maximum tolerable period to animals
against mortalities. Blood was collected and allowed to
clot before centrifugation at 4000rpm for 10 min to
separate serum and samples were stored as aliquots in
Eppendorff Tubes (2 cc size) and frozen at –80ºC. The
livers were immediately excised, rinsed with ice-cold
saline and blotted to dry and accurately weighed. The
relative liver weight for each rat was calculated as the

There was a slight decrease in the final body weight of
rats subjected to DENA and CCl4 as compared to the
normal control group. In premalignant HCC group (group
II) the increase in relative liver weight (liver weight/ body
weight ratio) was significant, compared to normal control
(Gp I).

3.2. Biochemical Assays
DENA+CCl4 caused a significant increase in the serum
level of AFP (group II), compared to normal control
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(Table 2). The activities of HK, GAPDH and G6PD in
serum and liver tissue homogenates are shown in Table 2,
Table 3 respectively. DENA+CCl4 significantly increased
the activities of HK, GAPDH and G6PD in serum and
liver tissue homogenate of premalignant HCC group (II),
compared to normal control.
Table 1. Effect of HCC chemical induction on body weight and
relative liver weights
Final body
Liver weight
Relative liver
Groups
weight (g)
(g)
weight
I (Control)

228.5 ±8.8

5.8±0.4

2.508±0.1

II
(premalignant
203.1±5.7*
6.934±0.5
3.401 ±0.1***
HCC)
Relative liver weight: percentage ratio of liver weight to the body weight.
Data are expressed as M ± SD (n= 8). (*P < 0.05, *** P < 0.001).
Table 2. Serum levels of AFP and enzyme activities of HK, GAPDH
and G6PD in premalignant HCC group compared to non treated
control
Groups
Normal
Premalignant HCC-group (II)
Parameter
control (I)
AFP (ng/ml)

4.04±0.6

61.1±2.71***

HK (mU/ml)

5.74±2.0

9.84±1. 7 **

GAPDH(mU/ml)

25.32±3.4

33.16±5.4 **

G6PD (mU/ml)

0.50±0.38

2.38±0.44 ***

Data are expressed as M ± SD (n= 8). HCC-induction group is compared
with normal control, (**P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001).

Table 3. Enzyme activities of HK, GAPDH and G6PD in liver tissue
homogenates of premalignant HCC group compared to non treated
control
Groups
Normal Control (I)
HCC-induction (II)
Parameter
HK (mU/mg protein)
7.926±2.319
15.58±2.725 ***
GAPDH (mU/mg
28.34±4.025
46.42±8.907 ***
protein)
G6PD (mU/mg protein)
3.425±1.316
6.750±0.707***
Data are expressed as M ± SD (n= 8). HCC-induction group is compared
with normal control, (***P < 0.001).

3.3. Histopathological studies
Histopathological examination of liver sections from
control group revealed normal hepatic lobular architecture
and hepatocytes with granulated cytoplasm and small
uniform nuclei and nucleoli. In contrast, HCC induction
with DENA + CCl4 showed premalignant features as
hydropic degeneration with cloudy swelling of most liver
cells in the form of ballooning of cells with foamy
cytoplasm due to intracellular accumulation of water.
Examined liver sections showed fatty changes, necrotic
features, congestion of portal tract with proliferated bile
ductules, infiltration with some polymorph nuclear
leucocytes
(PMNLs)
and
inflammatory
signs.
Examination of livers from premalignant HCC group has
revealed the presence of few dysplastic nodules. Such
nodules were 1 mm or more in diameter on macroscopic
examination. The histopathological examination of liver
tissue sections harboring such nodules has shown the
presence of nuclear and/or cytoplasmic alterations with
clustering of such population cells. Portal tracts were
structurally abnormal (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Representative photomicrographs of liver section from premalignant HCC and control groups. (A) Animals treated with DENA and CCl4. (B)
Cross section showed portal tract with markedly congested branch of portal vein, proliferated bile ductules, bile stasis and infiltration with some
inflammatory cells. (C) Examined section demonstrates fatty changes (both micro and macro vesicular) and necrosis. (D) Examined section shows
hydropic degeneration, fatty change and severe necrosis

4. Discussion
Hepatocellular carcinoma incidence is expected to
increase, to reach a plateau in 2015-2020 [31]. It
represents a health problem worldwide, involving more
than half a million new cases yearly. Cirrhotic liver is the
strongest predisposing factor for developing HCC [2,3].
Chronic carriers of HBV have a 100-fold relative risk for
developing HCC. Other morbidifying factors include,
diabetes mellitus, Schistosomiasis,. alcoholism, food and
water pollutants, some drugs, some hereditary diseases, as

hemochromatosis, α-1-antitrypsin deficiency and tyrosinaemia
were reported to lead to the development of HCC [4]. The rates
of HCC in men are 2 to 4 times higher than in women [6,7],
without early management, the prognosis is very poor [7].
HCC is one of the most common cancers worldwide
that typically occurs on top of cirrhosis and chronic
hepatitis virus infections [32]. Metabolic activation of
DENA by cytochrome P450 enzymes is responsible for its
cytotoxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic effects [33,34].
In the present study, animals treated with DENA plus
CCl4 exhibited a significant depression of body growth
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with increased liver weights and microscopically detectable
premalignant liver tumors. The histopathological examination of
liver biopsies showed some of reversible cell injury as hydropic
degeneration, fatty change in addition to inflammatory cellular
infiltrate. Such findings strongly suggest the ability of
DENA to initiate hepatocarcinogenesis with the
synergistic effect of CCl4. Such results are in agreement
with those findings reported by other studies [24,25,35,36].
Examination of livers from experimentally-induced
HCC (group II) also revealed the presence of few
dysplastic nodules. Dysplastic nodules are generally
considered an important precursor to HCC [37].
Dysplastic nodules do not regress and often increase in
size [38]. DENA and CCl4 generally reflect instability of
liver cell metabolism which leads to distinctive changes in
the enzyme activities and serum level of AFP [39]. It has
long been recognized that exposure of rats to certain
carcinogens like DENA increases the circulating AFP
levels [40]. As the sensitivity of AFP is not always enough
[39], we focused our efforts to find biochemical markers
for hepatomalignancy to be used in addition to
morphologic and histopathologic criteria. Malignant
tumors turn on extensive glycolysis as a source of ATP
[17,18,19,41].
HCC receives blood from the hepatic artery and
hypoxia forces the cancer cells to make a metabolic switch
to ensure the energy sources [42]. The crucial role of
glucose utilization to HCC growth was confirmed by HCC
cell lines that undergone acute cell death upon glucose
starvation [43,44]. Further study demonstrated an
increased glycolysis and a decreased glycogenesis in liver
cancer [45]. Several key genetic alterations associated
with tumor development were recently shown to affect
glycolysis directly, such as p53 mutation and the
activation of hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) [46,47].
Hexokinase (D-hexose-6-phosphotrnsferase) is a key
enzyme of glycolysis. Four isozymes are known;
according to their anodal electrophoretic mobility at pH
8.6, designated as I through IV [48]. Increased activity of
HK in tumor cells is responsible for the increased aerobic
glycolysis [45,49]. Higher levels of HKII, have been
elevated in tumor tissue compared to normal tissue [50,51].
Considerable investigations have been carried out to
characterize HK activity in liver tumors [52,53]. Rat
hepatoma AS-30D, demonstrated that HK activity was
approximately 100-fold higher than in normal liver tissue,
most closely related to isoenzyme HK-II [53].
Targeted gene therapy using a rat tumor-specific HK II
promoter has been reported to be successful [54]. The
changes in tissue content in our study were accompanied
by same changes as an increased enzyme activity in blood,
which announces for seromarker utility.
Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
contains critical thiols, it initiates the second stage of
glycolysis [55]. It is involved in intracellular processes
such as membrane fusion, microtubule bundling,
phosphotransferase activity, nuclear RNA export, DNA
replication and repair. GAPDH plays a role in different
pathologies including prostate cancer progression,
programmed neuronal cell death and age-related neuronal
diseases, i.e. Alzheimer’s and Huntington’s disease
[56,57,58]. The etiology(s) of serum GAPDH elevation
remains unclear, but one possible source is increased
leakage of the GAPDH molecule into the serum from damaged
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cirrhotic hepatocytes underlying hepatocarcinogenesis or chronic
inflammation [59]. The changes in tissue content in our study
were accompanied by parallel changes as an increased enzyme
activity in blood, which announces for seromarker utility.
Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase is the first enzyme
in the pentose phosphate pathway, a major source of
NADPH and ribose 5-phosphate which is necessary for
nucleotide biosynthesis [60]. Its overexpression increases
resistance to H2O2-induced cell death and G6PD
inhibition induced a significant increase in apoptosis [61].Thus,
a reduction in NADPH supply could have a profound effect on
oxygen-free radical production [62].Increased glycolysis
provides essential anabolic substrates, such as ribose for nucleic
acid synthesis [63]. Glucose consumption through the pentose
pathway may also provide essential reducing equivalents
(NADPH) to reduce the toxicity of reactive oxygen species
conferring resistance to senescence [64,65]. So cancer
cells with a high glycolytic rate have an advantage in
tumor growth [66].
This study necessitates repeat ion on larger animals and
humans to be of value as a diagnostic tool.
In conclusion, our results implicated increased activities
of the glycoregulatory enzymes, HK, GAPDH and G6PD
of HMP shunt, alongside to alpha fetoprotein and liver
premalignant changes in hepatocellular carcinoma bearing
animals, compared to normal control. This indicated an
elevated rate of glycolysis and HMP shunt during HCC.
Therefore, we suggest that increased production of ribose
through HMP and associated activities of the
glycoregulatory enzymes (HK, GAPDH, and G6PD) may
be used as new diagnostic tools for carcinogenesis in liver
in combination with the ordinary candidates like AFP. The
enzyme activities when elevated simultaneously in liver
tissue and released to circulation may account further
studies for legislation of glycoregulatory enzymes as new
tumor markers for HCC or draw attention as additional
biomarkers to elevate both sensitivity and specificity of
the current tumor marker AFP.
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